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ABSTRACT 
 

A seismic damage assessment system that analyse in real-time the actual seismic resistance capacity and the 
damage level of power plant structures has been developed. The system consists of three parts: a 3-D inelastic seismic 
analysis, a damage assessment using a damage index based on the previous 3-D analysis, and a 3-D graphic 
representation. PSC containment structures are modelled by finite shell elements using layered method and analysis is 
performed by means of time history inelastic seismic analysis method, which takes into account material 
nonlinearities. HHT-α, one kind of direct integration method, is adopted for the seismic analysis. Two damage indices 
at finite element and structural levels are applied for the seismic damage assessment. 3-D graphical representation of 
dynamic responses and damage index expedites procedure for evaluating the damage level. The developed system is 
now being installed at the Earthquake Monitoring Center of KINS (Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety) to support site 
inspections after an earthquake occurrence, and decisions about effective emergency measures, repair and operations 
of the plant. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Structures in nuclear power plants play a key role in mitigating the impact of earthquakes on the response of 
essential plant safety systems. The importance of structural components and systems in seismic damage mitigation is 
moreover amplified by the common cause-and-effect in which failure of a structure may lead to failure or loss of 
function of appurtenant mechanical or electrical components and systems. Therefore, when an earthquake occurs, the 
safety of structures in nuclear power plants has to be evaluated quickly and precisely in order to confirm the safety 
functions and keep a stable supply of electric power. For this purpose, the Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety (KINS) 
has launched a multi-year research project to develop a seismic damage assessment system for nuclear power plant 
structures [1]. The seismic damage assessment system will make it possible to evaluate the damage level of the power 
plant structures in real-time immediately after seismic occurrence and analyse the current seismic resistance capacity. 
Containment structure constitutes a very important feature for the protection against radiation leakage, thus a seismic 
damage assessment system has been currently developed for the containment structure. 

The developed seismic damage assessment system constitutes two major features of the Earthquake Monitoring 
Center, KINS, along with an Earthquake Monitoring Network connecting 4 major nuclear power plant sites in Korea. 
Fig. 1 shows the Earthquake Monitoring Network and Monitoring System of the Center at KINS.  

 

 
(a) Earthquake Monitoring Network 

 
 

(b) Earthquake Monitoring System 

 
Fig. 1 Earthquake Monitoring Center (KINS) 
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The Center was established in 2001 to monitor earthquake ground motion at nuclear power plant sites and assess 
seismic safety margin of nuclear structures against possible structural damage from an actual earthquake event. When 
an earthquake ground motion with an intensity higher than preset one is detected or monitored through the Earthquake 
Monitoring Network, the seismic damage assessment system immediately performs nonlinear time-history seismic 
analyses based on the recorded earthquake ground motion. A simple analysis model is first used to identify probable 
damage state and location in real-time, and a more detailed nonlinear time-history analysis results are produced in a 
few hours for more complete evaluation of seismic damages. Thus, the system is intended to support site inspections 
immediately after the earthquake event by identifying seismic damages of critical structural components and also 
support decisions about effective emergency measures, repair and operations of the plant. Fig. 2 depicts the procedure 
for seismic safety assessment of reactor buildings. This paper presents the development of the seismic damage 
assessment system consisting of three parts: a 3-D inelastic seismic analysis, a damage assessment using a damage 
index based on the previous 3-D analysis, and a 3-D graphic representation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Procedure for Seismic Safety Assessment of Reactor Building 
 
 
3-D INELASTIC SEISMIC ANALYSIS 
 

Seismic damage assessment requires inelastic time history analysis using nonlinear material model. An improved 
Newmark method that is, the HHT-α method, is selected as a direct integration method because of its stability and 
accuracy. Nonlinear material model being required for inelastic time history analysis, finite shell element is selected 
to model PSC containment structures for the seismic analysis. A special PSC shell element, validated through 
comparison between experimental and analytical results at element and structural levels, is developed using 
appropriate nonlinear material models to describe accurately the behaviour of PSC containment structures. Improving 
the reinforced concrete shell element using a four-node quadrilateral thin flat shell finite element with 6-DOFs per 
node proposed by Kim et al.(2001) [2], the PSC shell finite element developed here includes also a nonlinear 
prestressed tendon model. 

 
Finite Element Formulation for PSC Shell Element 

The developed shell element is a four-node quadrilateral thin flat shell finite element with 6-DOFs per node. The 
sixth DOF is obtained by combining a membrane element with a normal rotation(θz), the so-called drilling degree of 
freedom, and a discrete Kirchhoff plate element [3,4,5]. 

In order to analyse PSC shells with nonlinear behaviour, the layer method is used, assuming that several thin-plane 
stress-elements are layered in the direction of thickness. In the layered element formulation, the shell is divided into 
several paneled layers and two-dimensional constitutive models were applied to take into account material 
nonlinearities. The constitutive matrix can be rotated from the local axes to the global axes and added to the constitutive 
matrix for the concrete, or it can be used to define the properties as an overlaying element, adding stiffness to the 
connected nodes. This technique allows for the addition of any number of additional layers of steel with different 
orientations to be added to the finite element model. 
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Fig. 3 illustrates the layered element and the forces acting on the shell.  In-plane strain developed in each layer can 
be expressed as: 
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where i
xε , i

yε  and i
xyγ  are in-plane strains in the x-y plane of layer i , xε , yε , and xyγ  are in-plane strains in the x-y plane 

of the mid-surface of element thickness, xφ , yφ  and xyφ  are bending and twisting curvatures, respectively, and z  is the 
distance from the mid-surface of element thickness to the mid-surface of layer i . 
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Fig. 3 Shell element: (a) Forces acting on PAC shells (b) Layered element. 

 
Nonlinear Material Model of Prestressed Concrete 

The nonlinear material model for the reinforced concrete is composed of models that characterize not only the 
behaviours of the concrete and reinforcing bar but also their interactions [2]. The nonlinear material model for PSC 
shell element must be added with a model characterizing the prestressed tendon. The characteristics of nonlinear model 
for concrete and steel are as follows.  

Models for concrete may be divided into models for uncracked concrete and cracked concrete. For uncracked 
concrete, the elasto-plastic fracture model for the biaxial stress state proposed by Maekawa and Okamura(1983) is used 
[6]. As concrete shows high nonlinearity after cracking, the three following models are applied: the tension stiffness 
model for the tension stress of concrete in the direction normal to the crack, the compressive stiffness model for the 
degradation of compressive stiffness in the direction parallel to the crack and the shear transfer model in the shear 
direction at crack plane.  

The behaviour of smeared crack model for reinforced concrete is dependent on the concept of crack such as the 
fixed- or the rotating-crack models. The rotating-crack model assumes that each direction of the first and second cracks 
varies continuously to coincide with the direction of the principle strain, providing a reasonable result for the localized 
crack at arbitrary loading. However, this approach is impractical for cyclic loads where the stress history needs to be 
restored. The orthogonal fixed-crack model overestimates the concrete stiffness, yielding a stiffer response when the 
principle stress exceeds a cracking stress prior to crack detection as the direction of a new crack is limited to be 
perpendicular to the first crack. Hence, the basic model adopted to represent the crack is a non-orthogonal fixed-crack 
model for the smeared crack, which is widely known to be robust for crack representation. The initiation of a crack is 
assumed to start when the tensile stress reaches the fracture envelope. After the initiation of a crack in concrete, 
anisotropy becomes significant, and the stress-strain relationship is expressed in orthogonal anisotropy in the directions 
normal and parallel to the crack.  

The behaviour of the reinforcing bar in the concrete after yielding must consider simultaneously the characteristics 
of the steel and the bond effect between steel and concrete. The stress-strain relationship of steel within the elastic 
bounds follows exclusively the constitutive model for steel. However, the stress of steel in concrete varies and reaches 
its maximum at crack plane so that the equivalent stress-equivalent strain relationship of steel does not remain valid 
after yielding of steel at crack plane. Except for the crack plane, as steel has not yielded yet, the stress in steel increases 
with strain. In other words, the equivalent stress of steel increases since the stress of steel at crack plane does not 
increase anymore because steel has yielded while stress of steel between cracks increases, and yield plateau of steel 
does not appear. A tri-linear model is therefore adopted here to account for such characteristics of reinforced concrete. 
 
The Constitutive Model for Prestressed Tendon 

Owing to the bond effect between concrete and tendon, the stress-strain relationship of prestressed tendon in 
concrete is different from that of the tendon alone. Although numerous researches related to bond effect have been led, 
several variables made it impossible to establish clearly the equivalent stress-equivalent strain relationship [7]. 
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Prestressed tendon does not show distinct yielding point and plateau because it is made of high-strength steel. In 
addition, prestressed tendon does not present significant difference in its stress-strain relationship between the bare 
tendon and embedded tendon (Fig. 4). Therefore, a tri-linear model for the stress-strain relationship of prestressed 
tendon considering the bond effect has been adopted and can be expressed as follows. 
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where, Pσ , pyf  and puf are the stress, yielding strength and ultimate strength of the tendon, respectively. pyε  and 

puε  are the yielding strain and ultimate strain of the tendon. 1phE  and 2phE  are the strain hardening ratios of the 
tendon. 
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Fig. 4 Tri-linear tendon model 

 
 

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT USING DAMAGE INDEX  
 

There have been considerable efforts to represent the damage level using damage indices capable of quantifying 
numerically the degree of damage. The concept of damage index can provide the means to quantify damage and relate 
it to costs and other consequences such as potential risk after earthquake. Hence, damage index can play an important 
role in retrofit decision-making and disaster planning in earthquake region.  

Although most of damage indices have been defined at member and structural levels, damage indices at finite 
element and structural levels are proposed in our damage assessment method. This choice has been conducted by two 
reasons: (1) the aim of our assessment is in concern with the exact location of the heaviest damage in containment 
structures, and (2) containment structures are not composed by distinct members but by shell elements. Therefore, 
damage index at element level appears to be more adequate for our purpose. Damage index at element level detects 
local damage and its location while damage index at structural level expresses representative global damage level of 
the whole structure.  

 
Damage Index at Finite Element Level  

Damage indices are defined for concrete and steel in each element, separately, and the higher value between both of 
them is decided to be the damage index of the finite element. Compressive damage index is defined considering the 
ultimate principle compression strain of concrete and cumulative damage caused by cyclic loading. Tensile damage 
index is defined considering the ultimate strain, the yielding plateau, and appearance of light flexural cracks of steel. 
More detailed description is presented in [8]. 

 
Damage Index at Structural Level 

A simple lumped mass model in Fig. 5 is used to represent global damage level of the containment structure. It has 
been known in recent researches that damage sustained in a structure is primarily dependent on the deformation level, 
with the number of cycles of loading having only a small effect[9, 10, 11]. The following damage index is adopted. 
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This index was proposed by Roufaiel and Meyer[12] and uses yielding displacement( yδ ), ultimate displacement at 

failure( uδ ) and the maximum displacement( maxδ ) under seismic event. If the maximum displacement remains below 
the yielding displacement, the value of damage index is negative. That means the seismic behaviour of containment 
structure remains within the elastic bounds and the structure did not suffer seismic damage. 
 

                    
Fig. 5 Lumped mass model for damage index at structural level 

 
3-D GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION 
 

DirectX® technology developed by Microsoft® is introduced for the 3-D graphic representation. Microsoft 
DirectX® is an advanced suite of multimedia application programming interfaces (APIs) built into Microsoft 
Windows® operating systems. DirectX® provides a standard development platform for Windows-based PCs by 
enabling software developers to access specialized hardware features without having to write hardware-specific code. 
The APIs act as a kind of bridge for the hardware and the software to "talk" to each other. The DirectX APIs give 
multimedia applications access to the advanced features of high-performance hardware such as three-dimensional (3-D) 
graphics acceleration chips. They control low-level functions, including two-dimensional (2-D) graphics acceleration; 
support for input devices such as keyboards and mice.  

Using such technology, the developed assessment program offers 3-D animations showing the seismic behaviour, 
deformation, stress, strain and damage indices, etc. for containment structures of nuclear power plant structures. Such 3-
D visualizations become a very powerful tool since visual inspection of structures in nuclear power plant is often 
complicated and difficult in sites. The system contains graphical functions to represent the equipment in the 
containment structure, cross-section of the wall, and zoom-in and –out function. Fig. 6 shows the main page of the 
system, analysis model and seismic responses including damage indices. 
 

 
(a) Earthquake Monitoring Network 

 
(b) Analysis Model 

 
(c) Equipment 

 
(d) Analysis Result (Damage Index) 

 
Fig. 6 Seismic damage assessment system for containment structure 
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CONCLUSION 
 

A seismic damage assessment system that makes it possible to analyse in real-time the actual seismic resistance 
capacity and the damage level of power plant structures has been developed. The three parts of the developed system 
beginning from a 3-D inelastic seismic analysis, passing through a damage assessment using a damage index and based 
on the previous 3-D analysis, and supporting a 3-D graphic representation, constitute a complete ensemble enabling 
quick and efficient tool for real-time seismic damage assessment of containment structures. 

The accuracy of the system has been ensured by considering material nonlinearities in time history inelastic seismic 
analysis. Finite shell elements using layered method have been used to model adequately PSC containment structures. 
Two damage indices at finite element and structural levels were applied for the seismic damage assessment. The 
damage index at element level was used to detect the heaviest local damage and damage index at structural level was 
used to provide global damage state of the structure. Finally, a 3-D graphical interface has been developed to grasp 
analytical results at once and expedite the procedure for evaluating damage level location. Since visual inspection in 
nuclear power plant is often complicated and difficult in sites, the system is intended to support site inspections 
immediately after the earthquake event by identifying seismic damages of critical structural components and also 
support decisions about effective emergency measures, repair and operations of the plant. 
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